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1 of 1 review helpful Yehoshua at his best By Prudence M Thorner I love Yehoshua s novels so I admit I am biased 
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There is quite a lot of similarity between this novel and Friendly Fire which was published a few years ago a story 
about a rather indecisive Israeli woman who views Israeli society from the vantage point of visiting other countries In 
Friendly Fire the central character visits a relative in Africa a From Israel rsquo s highly acclaimed author a novel 
about a musician who returns home and finds the rhythm of her life interrupted and forever changed Noga forty two 
and a divorcee is a harpist with an orchestra in the nbsp Netherlands Upon the sudden death of her father she is 
summoned home to Jerusalem nbsp by her brother to help make decisions in urgent family and personal nbsp matters 
mdash including hanging on to a rent control ldquo Stuart Schoffman rsquo s rendition of Yehoshua rsquo s Hebrew 
prose is a delight and Noga is a compelling contemporary heroine Four and a half decades after his first book rsquo s 
publication his 20th shows Yehoshua rsquo s writing chops are undi 
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